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MAÍ
FULL SPEED AHEAD
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May has been really eventful for the team. In the beginning of the month the
team members finished their exams and have since then spent all of their free
time working on the car. The last few days have been long and a lot of work has
been accomplished.

BARBECUE

SCRUTINEERING

After the exams there was finally time to
shake things up a bit, so the team decided
to have a barbecue. The weather was very
Icelandic, which translates to cold, so team
members dressed up in the Icelandic
Lopapeysa (wool sweaters). Everyone had
fun and enjoyed the Icelandic summer.

In the next days scrutineering will be done on
the car mainly by Team Spark alumni
members. Scrutineering is a process where
every part of the car goes through careful
inspection before being allowed to
participate in the competition. The car will
only drive in the competitions if it passes
scrutineering so this test scrutineering will
hopefully raise our chances of passing. This is
a really important part of the process for
preparing the team for the competitions.

EVENTS
Gert presentations were held this month as
several team members visited Garðaskóli
and talked to the kids about engineering
studies and Team Spark. The kids were very
enthusiastic and liked the team's videos and
the components we took with us.

NEXT UP
Preparation for the static events have also begun at full swing, that is the design, cost
and business presentations.
Spark members are also teaching courses at the Junior University of Iceland so it will
be fun to see future Spark members.
Otherwise, the next thing is to prepare LAKI for the transport to Italy as well as
preparing team members for the competitions.
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